Put the Big Pot in the Little One*. A Performance/Workshop

The Theatre Workshop in Science, Technology and Society (TWISTS) develops performances that engage public participants and audiences with significant or controversial developments in science or technology, in order to facilitate community dialog. TWISTS is co-directed by Saul Halfon and Jane Lehr, with artistic director Ann Kilkelly and graduate assistant Cora Olson. This performance is produced in cooperation with the Building Homes project. TWISTS has produced two previous performances: "Nuclear Power Play" and "Living Darwin." See our website at http://www.twists.sts.vt.edu.

We wish to acknowledge the generous support of the following organizations: The Department of Science, Technology, and Society; The Department of Theatre and Cinema; The Women and Gender Studies Program; and the Women and Minority Artists and Scholars Lecture Series.

This performance/workshop will be audio-recorded. The recordings will be used for the internal purposes of the TWISTS project, for performance development and research, and will not be rebroadcast.

Contact
Saul Halfon, shalfon@vt.edu
Ann Kilkelly, akilkell@vt.edu
Cora Olson, cora@vt.edu
http://www.twists.sts.vt.edu
TWISTS (The Theatre Workshop in Science, Technology & Society) offers this performance/workshop from works that are in development through our research, story gatherings, and theatre and song gatherings that deal with a wide variety of topics about food culture. We use methods that invite participation and encourage the creation of performance to engage dialogue. Performances are co-authored, assembled by the cast and others with whom we have had conversation. You as an audience are not just observing our process, you are in it. We believe theatre and other arts have the capacity to educate, entertain, and create space for civic participation. All our work incorporates professional artists, scholars, experts in many fields, community members, students, and faculty.

- Director/Writer/Performer/TWISTS Creative Director
  Ann KilKelly
- Assistant Director/Writer/Performer
  Julia Katz
- Facilitator/Joker/Performer/Director of Building Home Project
  Jon Catherwood-Ginn
- TWISTS Co-Directer/Performer
  Saul Halfon
- Performer/Song Facilitator
  Franklin Harrison
- Singer/Ukelele
  Carol Burch-Brown
- Performers
  Nicole Drake
  Amado Ohland
  Bari Webster
- TWISTS Graduate Assistant
  Cora Olson

*Title derived from the song By Tommy Goldsmith © Non Si Sa Mai Music ASCAP. This work was produced in collaboration with Elise Witt.